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The proposed structure is a
celebration of the multitude
of qualities that make cork an
exceptional building material.

The project explores cork’s latent
monumental and atmospheric
qualities via a series of spatial
gestures that reflect on an elementary
architectural principle, the provision
of shelter.The proposed hall is
conceived as a single rectangular
volume, enclosed by four walls and a
steeply corbelled roof in low-density
expanded cork.

Slender openings into the building
are centred on each of the enclosing
walls, while a fifth opening invites
natural light from above into the
interior.

The structure is built up in layers
of standardised, cut cork blocks.
The module setting out the size and
layout of these blocks is derived from
standard sizes produced by leading
manufacturers, such that material
waste is kept to a minimum.
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Rooflight
Roof light: sealed 2 x single glazed unit,
2 x mechanical panes
25mm plywood fin to edge
50mm x 75mm timber blocks
supporting rooflight
145mm x 125mm timber block

Cladding
EPDM rubber sheet
12mm plywood board
50mm x 50mm timber battern forming
ventilation cavity
Breather membrane
12mm perforated plywood board,
40mm diameter perforations at 150mm
centres. Perforated board to allow
airflow, polyurethane based adhesive
bonding to cork block.

Structure
Corbelled ceiling
300mm x 500mm x 1000mm Low
density cork block, chamfered and cut
with dovetail joint.
Glulam Ringbeam 5x(25mm x 175mm
plywood board, lap jointed with recessed
bolts to assemble. At 5m high intervals.

Wall
300mm x500mmx 1000mm Low
density cork block cut with dovetail
joints.

Construction sequence diagram

The entire structure is made up
from two typical block types, one
orthogonal ‘wall’ block, and a
chamfered ‘roof’ block.

Irregular dimensions are constrained
to the roof’s corners, which aremade
in atypically sized blocks. Internally,
the corbelled ceiling’s cantilever is
mirrored in the the chamfer creating
the pitch of the external surface.

Arranged, like bricks, in a stretcher
bond, the blocks slot together in

section with a simple male-female
joint, improving lateral stability. The
structure is additionally reinforced
at 5 course intervals by engineered
timber ring beamsalong the building
perimeter.

Weathertightness and structural
stability are guaranteed by an
external skin of EPDM, laid over a
simple, ventilated construction of
plywood and off-the shelf timber
battens.



1:10 Partial model; interior model photography by David Grandorge

The hall draws its atmospheric
qualities directly from the natural
properties of the material. Low
density cork’s distinctive fragrance
and natural sound absorption make
entering the building a powerful
sensorial transition.

Cork’s dark, natural, bark-like
texture appearsmonolithic from afar
but takes on a delicate appearance as
one draws closer.

Thegrain of thematerial isexposed in
graded tones of natural light falling
from above, while the cantilever of
the corbelled structure casts strong
bands of shadow.

In its spatial and tectonic ambitions,
theproject strivestoalter perceptions
of cork as a viable building material,
and takes pride in serving as one
piece of a body of research which
will shape its evolution.


